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ABSTRACT 
 

This research discussed about the data hiding information using steganography and cryptography. New 
method are discussed to secure data without change the quality of image as cover medium. Steganographic method is 
used by find the similarity bit of the message with bit of the MSB (Most Significant Bit) image cover. Finding of 
similarity process is done by divide and conquer method.The results are bit indexposition, thenthenencrypted using 
cryptographic. In this paper we using DES (Data Encryption Standard) algorithm. We use data information as message, 
images, and key as an input. Then, we use our method to secure message. The output is encrypted bit index which 
containt data hiding information and can be used to secure the messages. To reconstruct the contents, we require the 
same image and same key. 

Outcomes of our  method can be used to secure the data. The advantages of this method are the capacity of 
stored data hiding of messages can be larger than the image. The image quality will not change and the capacity of 
stored messages can be larger than the image. Acoording to the research, both gray scale and colorful images can be 
used as image cover, except the image contains 100% black and 100% white. Bit matching process on image which 
have much variety of color takes less time. The damage of messages due to the addition of “salt and pepper” noise 
starts from 0.00049of MSE. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 These recent years, the human need for 
information is increasing. In the midst of rapid 
development of information technology, the 
internet is no longer providing secure information. 
The development of search-engine coupled with 
the development of virus, bugs, spam and hackers 
who can steal confidential data [1]. To solve this 
problem, various ways have been developed to 
improve data security, such as cryptography and 
steganography. For example, [2] using 
steganography Techniquesin the study of 
Distributed XML. 
 Steganography is the art and science of hiding 
data in other media as a cover in order to makethe 
data looks sketchy [3]. Cryptography is the art and 
science of maintaining the confidentiality of data 
[4]. In cryptography, the original data is converted 
into another form that can not be read. The 
combination of steganography and cryptography 
can simultaneously increase the security of the 
data [5]. 

 Method for combining steganography and 
cryptography has been developed. In general, the 
mostly used technique is message encrypting first 
(cryptography), then hiding it into media cover 
(steganography)[6]. However, the embedding 
process can affect the quality of the cover media. 
A data hiding method by improved LSB 
substitution process is proposed by [7]. The 
quality of stego-image can be greatly improved 
with low computational complexity. 
 Efforts to minimize the quality changes of 
cover image can be done by embedding the data in 
the least significant bit. Changes in the quality of 
cover is invisible [8], but the embedding of cover 
into the least bit tends to make the cover prone to 
robust. Robust resistance can be done by 
embedding the data in the first bit (most 
significant bit), but it will change the quality of the 
cover and it will look suspicious. Primitive 
structural method was proposed by [9] for improve 
capacity text steganography can be embed. Each 
bit of secret text will be placed at corresponding 
place in the cover text.  
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 Other studies conducted by [10] developed a 
new way of merger steganography and 
cryptography without changing the media cover. 
The technique is performed by matching the 
message bits on the cover, and then continue the 
process of encryption (cryptographic). One well-
known cryptographic algorithms since 1977 and 
became a worldwide standard is the Data 
Encryption Standard (DES) . 
 This research willcombine steganography and 
cryptography without changing the media cover. 
The steganography method used is a method based 
on bit matching in the first bit (most significant 
bit) and the cryptographic method used is the DES 
algorithm. 
 
 
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

 

 Various methods have been developed for data 
security. In general,the techniques use this 
encrypting  themes sage first (cryptographic 
process), and then embedding it into theme 
diacover (steganography process)[6]. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.Combination Of Steganography And 

Cryptography[6]. 

 
Combination technique is not only limited as 

shown inFigure1. Research [11] examines two 
approach estosecure steganography mediacover 
(image). Securing steganography imageis done by 
encrypting. The first method, steganography 
image is directly encrypted with S-DES, the result 
is a ciphertext. The second method, the image is 
encrypted then ciphertext from encryption will be 
embedded ona nother image.  
 One of the easiest methods of steganography is 
LSB (Least Significant Bit). The procedure to 
perform this method is to embedthe least bit at 
each pixel with the message bits. Terminology 
LSB is reviewed by [12]. The LSB embedding 
will change the bit value, but it will be invisible, 
so that the third party does not know the existence 
of the secret message behind the media cover [7]. 
 The use of LSB on the combination of 
steganography and cryptography was done in a 
research conducted by[12]. The process consists of 

three stages, namely encryption, steganography 
and decryption. Encryption and decryption is done 
with DES algorithm (Data Encryption Standard). 
The use of LSB can minimize the image quality 
changes, but the capacity of messages that can be 
accommodated is due to the size of the image. 
Kekre, et al. [13] conducted a LSB steganography 
study to increase the messages capacity with PVD 
approach (Pixel value differencing). LSB insertion 
is based on comparison of the MSB bit value. If 
the value of the first 4 MSB bits is "1”, then 
embed it on the last 4 bits. If the first 3 bits MSB 
is " 1 ", then embed it on the last 3 bits. If the first 
2 MSB bit is " 1", then embedit on the last 2 bits. 
If the value is outside the criteria, then the 
embedding is done on the last bit (least). 
 Image quality is an important component in 
steganography. Challita and Farhat [10] developed 
another way to combine both steganography and 
cryptography without changing the image quality. 
The technique is performed by matching the 
message bits on the cover, the results is in the 
form of bit position index. Index is then encrypted. 
The output is bit index ciphertext.  
Bit matching is done by divide and conquer[14] 
that consist of three processes, namely divide, 
conquer, and combine. Arrangement of long bits is 
splitting it into two smaller parts (divide), then 
match each section (conquer). The results of each 
part of the solution then combined into a total 
solution (combine). 
 
 
3. RESEARCH METHOD 

 
 Solving a problem begins with the 
development of software in the process of 
combining steganography and cryptography used 
Agile Method as seen in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Agile Method 
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Agile method is methodology development of 
software based on short-term development system 
that require adaptation rapidly than the developer 
to changes of any form [15].The step of method: 
planning, design, code, test & fix, and release. 

The combination of stego-crypto in this 
caserequired 4 processes, they are bit matching, 
encryption, decryption and reconstruction. The 
details are as follow. 
 
 
3.1. Matching Bit 

In this study the method of matching is done 
with divide and conquer[14]. The matching bit 
process is as follows. 

 
Input: secret message and image 
Output: secret bit position 
 
Procedure: 
Step 1: Convert the message and image in 
binary. 
 
Step 2: Put the value of MSB image. 
 
Step 3: Perform the matching messages on 
MSB image. If the bit message is contained in 
the MSB image, then proceed to save the 
position of the bit index. Index saving consists 
of index position of the first (start) and the 
position index of the last bit (end). If the 
matching process does not occur, continue the 
process step 4 as follows. 
 
Step 4: Divide the message into two parts of 
equal length of the left (L [i]) and right (R [i]). 
 
Step 5: Repeat the same steps as instep 4), with 
L [i] and R [i] as input. If all the bit message 
are contained in the image, the matching 
process is completed and continue to step 6). If 
not, repeat step 3) with L [i] and R [i] as any 
step . 
 
Step 6: Keep all bit index from matching 
results. 
 
Step 7: The output is a vector that contains the 
index structure of bit position. 

 
3.2. Encryption 

 

Secret bit position then encrypted by 
cryptography algorithm (DES) shown at Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 2a..Des Algorithm 

 

The ecryption process is as follows. 
Input: secret bit position (plaintext) and key. 
Output: chipertext of bit position. 
 
Procedure: 
Step 1: Broke the 64-bit plaintext into L (32 
bit) R (32 bit). 
 
Step 2: Perform initial permutation (IP). 
 
Step 3: Encrypt in 16 rounds (enchipering). 
Internal locks on each different lap. 
 
Step 4: Invert the initial permutation (IP-1). 

 

3.3. Decryption 
 

The decryption process is as follows. 
Input: chipertext of bit position and key 
Output: Plaintext. 
Decryption of the ciphertext is the inverse of 

the encryption process. DES uses the same 
algorithm for encryption and decryption. In the 
process of decryption,  the key sequence used is 
the inverse one namely K16, K15, ...,K1. For each 
round of 16, 15, ...,1, the output a teach round of 
deciphering is 

Li= Ri– 1   
Ri= Li – 1⊕f(Ri– 1, Ki). 

  
3.4. Reconstruction 

 

Reconstruction aims to restore the message to 
its original form.  

Input: text file (that consists of bit and image 
index location) 
Output: composition of bit meggase. 
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Procedure: 
Step 1: Convert the image in binary form and 
take the bit of MSB image. 
 
Step 2: Read the contents of two index 
vectors. The first index is a bit’s early position 
(start) and the second index is the bit’s end 
position (end). 
 
Step 3: Taking the value of bit image based on 
step 2). 
 
Step 4: Repeating the process step 2) and step 
3) until the last index position. 
 
Step 5: The composition of the bits will create 
an output in the form of bit message 

 

 

3.5. Combination Steganography and 

Cryptography 

 

3.5.1. Overview 

 

Combination of steganography and 
cryptography in this research consists of two main 
processes: embedding and extraction which is 
generally shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4.Overview The Combination Of Steganography 

And Cryptography 

 
Embedding process (Figure 5) consists of bit 

matching and encryption, the result is ciphertext. 
Extraction process (Figure 6) consists of 
decryption and reconstruction; the results are in 
the form of a message. 

 

3.5.2.  Embedding Process 

 
Embedding process aims to generate bit index 

position as shown in the Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5.Embedding Process 

 
Input: secret messages, images, andkey. 
Output: ciphertext. 

 
Algorithm of embedding steps as follows. 
Step 1: Read input information: images, 
messages, and key. 
 
Step 2: Convert the message and image in 
binary form. 

 
Step 3: Match the bit message with the bit of 
MSB image. The same bit positions are stored 
in the bit vector index. 
 
Step 4: Encrypt the bit vector index with DES 
algorithm. 

 
Step 5: The output is ciphertext. The ciphertext 
contains a bit vector that has been encrypted. 

 
3.5.3.  Extraction process 

 
Extraction process as shown in the Figure 6 

store the message to its original for min order to 
maintain the original contents.  

 

Images, message, 
key 

Convert into binary 

Bit matching 

Encrypt 

Chipertext 

Embedding 

Chipertext 

Extraction  Message  

Message  
 

Key 

Image 
cover 

Image 
cover 

Key 
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Figure 6.Extraction Process 

Input: ciphertext vector, a key, and image. 
Output: original message. 
 
Algorithm of extraction process steps are as 

follows. 
Step 1: Input key, ciphertext vector, and image. 
 
Step 2: Decrypt the vector with the key, the 
decrypted plain text is in the form of bit index. 
 
Step 3: Do a message reconstruction by 
matching bit of MSB image based on bit index 
vector. 
 
Step 4: The output isthe message.Finish. 
 

 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The result is application programs of stego-
crypto which has developed using the 
programming language MATLAB R2009 a then 
use it forsecure the data. 
 

Experiment 1: Testing the image color 

Selecting the secret messages in file 
transfer.txt. Then Choosing a cover imageJet.bmp 
(Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7. Cover Image 

 

Typing key as the encryption key for DES, for 
example key: 1234567.The output of embedding is 
bit index position (Figure 8). 

  

 
Figure 8. Encrypted bit index. 

Experiment 2: Experiment in Different Size 

Resolution 

The application was also tested with different 
image sizes, ranging from 512px, 256px, 128px, to 
64px. The test result (Table 1 and 2) shows that 
the larger the image resolution, the longer the bit 
matching process will take. The bit matching time 
of "Jet" is 0.729 sec. 

 
Table1.The test results embedding process 

Image 
Resolution 

(px) 

 Embedding time (‘s) 

Matching Encrypt Total 

"Jet" 

512 x 512 2,038 12,186 14,713 
256 x 256 0,567 11,341 12,095 
128 x 128 0,221 10,714 11,039 
64 x 64 0,089 10,734 10,902 
Average 0,729 11,244 12,187 

 
Table 2.The test results reconstruction process 

Image 
Resolution 

(px) 

Reconstruction (‘s) 

Decrypt 
Recons-
truction 

Total 

"Jet" 

512 x 512 10,564 0,181 10,900 
256 x 256 11,099 0,267 11,574 
128 x 128 10,704 0,183 11,503 
64 x 64 10,575 0,179 10,946 
Average 10,736 0,203 11,231 

 
Experiment 3: Testing with Giving Noise 

Noise 'salt and pepper' was given to the 
image in the next embedding process. The image 
was given noise 'salt and pepper' with standard 
deviation, d=0.001; 0.005, 0.01; 0.05. The image 
has been given a noise then tested in the extraction 
process store cover the messages. Then computing 
then PSNR that can computed by: 

MSE

R
PSNR 10log.20=

 
Where R is the maximum fluctuation in the 

input image data type.R=255. Then, MSE 
computing by as follows. 

vÀáÞhsÂ«A°9üª ànÕsm7-y4fé>>²å # ¶i<`~¡*Z
g?.a¦«¥¦è~Ã\p+|Í$I3M"Ú_x6¶zø±ä-U2¿ï^«üu¥Dy
VhIOvA0ÊFÁ];p¢f<ú4½ëaK«ø:XkÄ+m{ú7zè/8(
\GêéªZ~µ}êË  0k{ Ü|DHÛZ é£[;ÿÅÀu/¶äN
§oKqÂð¨¤.Ð#¥ûR#á¢'ø¦þX kMO{ªÛý¤;®iùröÂ
8,ÐýXUjD ®G[Ü®{<y6WLõwÝåXô¤á71F|6D
Oxo LóÛy¥ÅÀ îhi*7}GÑ>ñ,yX8È8äY5ÆÛMñ
7ºçdÅ<pdÄ×v£¢`äi]J¦÷H±áL*<«¡¡dÆÎg|_Aª4±k¡
æGäñýjÛê0uX³¹x=IÊ Kï¬·L=?óK×úR¦zZV\dÝr°ê
èJ!¶ÂP fta[)a¼ç ÷Fæú·»ÝzÒäíÒS¯ 
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Key 

Decrypt 

Matching bit reconstruction 

Secret message 
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where f(x,y) and g(x,y) denote pixel value of 
original and the reconstructed image at the 
position (x,y), respectively. The Test results with 
Noise shown in the Table 3. 
 

Table3.The Test Results With Noise 

Citra 
Salt & pepper (d) 

 

MSE PSNR Message 

"Jet" 

0,001 0,00014 61,398 Fine- readable 
0,005 0,00056 55,936 Fine- readable 
0,01 0,00123 52,807 Fine- readable 
0,05 0,00515 46,077 Damage-readable 

"Lenna" 

0,001 0,00030 34,987 Fine- readable 
0,005 0,00140 28,435 Fine- readable 
0,01 0,00310 25,014 Damage-readable 
0,05 0,01400 18,282 Damage-readable 

"Pepper" 

0,001 0,00010 67,295 Fine- readable 
0,005 0,00483 50,094 Damage-readable 
0,01 0,00094 57,320 Damage-readable 
0,05 0,00483 50,094 Damage-readable 

"Baboon" 

0,001 0,00013 67,773 Fine- readable 
0,005 0,00049 60,369 Damage-readable 
0,01 0,00091 57,660 Damage-readable 
0,05 0,00494 50,410 Damage-readable 

 

Test results of message reconstruction on a 
black and white image with the addition of salt & 
pepper noise remains good. Messages can be read, 
but there was one image which was damaged. 
While most of the colorful images were damage, 
except the image of "Jet" and "Lenna" which only 
suffer from a little damage. Both “jet” and “lenna” 
images have the highest MSE value 0.014. 
Damage to colorful image occurred from 0.00049 
MSE on image "Baboon" which incidentally has a 
fairly simple color variations. The result of 
message reconstruction will produce the changed 
message as well. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
Step of hiding data security in this study 

consists of two processes. First, the embedding 
process which includes the process of matching 
the same bit thenencrypt it. Secondly, the 
extraction process which includes the decryption 
process then construct bit position to restore the 
message.The advantages of this method are the 
capacity of stored data hiding of messages can be 
larger than the image. the image quality will not 
change and the capacity of stored messages can be 
larger than the image 

The experiment with addition noise to the 
image causes some changes in the message 
content. In the black and white image, the changes 

are not significant, while in the colorful imagethe 
message content changes a lot. Damage occurred 
on the addition of salt and peper noise start from 
MSE 0.00049. 
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